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 Abstract.The article analyzes the main factors leading to the development of 

inflammatory complications in jaw fractures. Among them, the main ones are poor oral hygiene, 

lack of sanitation of purulent foci before surgical treatment, late negotiability, social status. 
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Аннотация. В статье проведен анализ основных факторов, приводящих к развитию 

осложнений воспалительного характера при переломах челюстей. Среди них, основными 

определены плохая гигиена полти рта, отсутствие санации гнойных очагов перед 

оперативным лечением, поздняя обращаемость, социальное положение. 
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Mandibular fractures account for up to 80% of the total number of injuries to the bones of 

the facial skeleton[7,10,13,16]. According to T.M. Lurie, the largest number of fractures of the 

lower jaw falls on the most efficient age group of the population from 17 to 40 years (76%). 

Considering that a large number of mandibular fractures occur at working age, it is necessary to 

conduct adequate treatment, starting from the clinical situation, and also strives for a full 

functional recovery of the patient [9]. Also, an unfavorable factor is the effect of double-jaw 

splints on periodontal tissues (Fleischer G. M., 2016). The course of the post-traumatic period of 

mandibular fractures is influenced by various factors, including periodontal disease, the presence 

of teeth in the fracture line and unsanitized foci of inflammation, which are potential sources of 

infection [2,3,14].When rehabilitating with injuries of the maxillary fossa, it should be taken into 

account that such injuries are often combined with closed craniocerebral injuries, and are also 

accompanied by a violation of the function and structure of the TMJ (Saveliev A.L., 2012). We 

also believe that the social status of a patient with a mandibular fracture , his psychological state 

during the injury and during the period of treatment can indirectly impede rehabilitation (M. E. 

B. Klubova, 1995, G. Ivashkina, 1998). The available literature describes methods of transport 

immobilization for fractures of the jaws: standard elastic chin sling Pomerantseva-Urbanskaya, 

sling-like bandage, standard hard-elastic transport bandage, extraoral fixation splint with rubber 

bands-rings, hippocratic parietal chin bandage. However, there is no universal method of 

transport immobilization for jaw fractures. In recent years, among the surgical methods of 

treatment, a special place has been occupied by transfocal osteosynthesis with various systems of 

plates made of monolithic titanium[1,4,5,11,17]. At the same time, surgical intervention 

exacerbates the degree of post-traumatic disorders in bone and muscle tissues, increases the risk 

of secondary infection of the bone wound (Morozova M.V., 2000). The choice of methods for 

surgical fixation of mandibular fragments, depending on the type of fracture, remains 

open[8,12,15]. 

The aim of our study was to analyze the results of treatment methods for patients with 

fractures of the lower jaw according to the data of the department of adult maxillofacial surgery 

of the Tashkent state stomatological institute (Republic of Uzbekistan). 
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Materials and methods: To conduct research on injuries of the maxillofacial region, we 

analyzed the case histories of the department of adult maxillofacial surgery of the Tashkent state 

dental institute for the period from 2021 to December 2022. The following sections were 

selected for registration: age, gender, place of residence, time and period of referral, etiology, 

diagnosis. 

The results and conclusions. The analysis showed that the largest number of patients are 

between the ages of 28 and 45 years. Most of them are men (92%). There were 34% of residents 

of the city of Tashkent and the Tashkent region, 66% of other regions. In the Republic of 

Uzbekistan. Analysis of diagnoses at admission determined the prevalence of fractures of the 

bones of the nose in the proportion of bones of the facial skeleton (53%). In most cases, injuries 

were combined (trauma to the brain, face, limb fractures, etc.).Most often, people of the most 

socially active age (28-45 years) are injured. Therefore, it is necessary to actively introduce 

modern and most effective methods into the process of diagnosing and treating injuries of the 

maxillofacial region, as well as to involve in this process not only the maxillofacial surgeon, but 

also other specialists, such as a resuscitator, neurosurgeon, ENT doctor, ophthalmologist. 

Osteosynthesis was carried out in patients with partial and complete edentulous mandible when it 

was impossible to apply dental splints and other orthopedic methods of fixing bone fragments. 

Among the patients who initially underwent splinting, osteosynthesis was also performed, if after 

the control X-ray examination there was a displacement of fragments of the lower jaw, the 

percentage of such patients was 19%. Considering that the treatment of patients with partial and 

complete edentulous dentition remains the most problematic, in this clinical situation, it is 

necessary to search for new methods of fixing bone fragments. 

We also studied the effect of Tigerstedt splints on the condition of the patient's gums. We 

have determined in dynamics an increase in the hygienic index according to Green-Vermilion, 

which indicates a deterioration in the state of the periodontium in dynamics. The RMA also 

increased. Thus, by the end of the period of immobilization with splints, the condition of the 

periodontium in all patients has changed, there were complaints of an unpleasant odor, bleeding, 

and tooth mobility. The prolonged presence of ligatures in the area of the necks of the teeth leads 

to the development of an inflammatory process in periodontal tissues, the occurrence of gum 

changes. For the full rehabilitation of patients with mandibular fractures treated with the use of 

double-jaw splints, the supervision of a dentist during the entire period of immobilization, as 

well as after removing the splints, is necessary. 

Summarizing the above, we can conclude that the recovery process of patients with jaw 

fractures is greatly influenced by many local and general factors[6,9,11,18]. The use of an 

interdisciplinary approach to patients with jaw fractures will improve the results of treatment, 

which contributes to the full psychological and physiological rehabilitation of patients. 
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